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Clayton Warner

Professional Summary
Young, passionate and full of desire, when i want something, i go get it. I try and I try
because I know everyone fails, but it is not how many times you fail but how many times you
fight back. Consistency and dedication and the belief you will succeed is all mental.  I am
applying for this job because I see myself working for your company and making an impact
in some fashion. 

Skills
Hardworking  Dedicated 
Detail Oriented  Enthusiastic
Writing Communication
Technology advanced   Passionate 

Experience
Metro Diner
Busser

Walking around the diner, picking up empty plates and cleaning the tables when
guests leave. Having to be fast and efficient it can be a lot of work but everything runs
around you. Making sure the floors, bathrooms and everything is clean in the front of
the house. 

Medxcel Facilities
Landscaping Tech 1

Maintain a series of St Vincent Hospitals around Indiana. Mowing, trimming, edging,
and picking up trash, we made the grounds look beautiful. Keeping a time frame and
working every day, we kept control of these buildings and gave the guests comfort. 

Belk
Core Processing
Unloading the merchandise truck at night. Processing and opening the boxes full of
merchandise. I personally unloaded the truck itself throwing the boxes on the rack. The
merchandise is then sensored and ready to put on the floor.

The Green Gang Inc
Landscape Laborer

Operate vehicles and powered equipment, such as mowers, tractors, twin-axle
vehicles, snow blowers, chain saws, electric clippers, sod cutters, and pruning saws.
Care for established lawns by mulching, aerating, weeding, grubbing, removing thatch,
or trimming or edging around flower beds, walks, or walls.
Worked in a greenhouse, with strawberries, peppers, and many others fruits. Making
sure they were producing the right productivity. 
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Huntsville, AL
Aug 2016 - May 2018

Carmel, IN
May 2017 - Aug 2017

Huntsville, AL

Applebee's Grill + Bar
Host/ Dishwasher
Controlling the front of the house with many responsibilities. From opening the doors for
guests, to sweeping floors and handling the seating chart, it all had to be done by someone
who was hardworking. Washing dishes was not as bad, but it teaches you how to work with a
team and helping others that help you. 

HotBox Pizza
Cashier/ Driver

Took phone and walk in orders, while taking cash/ card payments. I had to ensure I
gave exact change and made sure the guests had everything they needed.
Also, i drove, which put a lot more responsibility on me. Like making sure i had
everything i needed for a delivery plus the right destination. While also handling cash
payments and card signatures. 

Education
Alabama A&M University
Bachelor of Science: Environmental Science

GPA 2.5.
Former student athlete 


